SESSIONS
Prayer | Oriented toward God | Brian McLaren

Brian’s take on prayer is less about what prayer does or why we pray. Instead, he focuses on
giving us permission to pray in ways that are meaningful, helpful, and life giving.

Food | Eating, with Jesus | Sara Miles

Sara believes that French fries can be as holy as organic kale when they are offered and shared in
acts of love and fellowship. This point can get lost in our conversations about the “right” kind of
food.

Worship | Seeking God’s Presence | Mike Slaughter

For many Christians, worship is synonymous with going to church. Mike challenges us to think
about worship as a much richer practice, one we can follow on our own and in community.

Sacraments | A Tapestry of Traditions | Phyllis Tickle

For many of us, the sacraments have become just another part of our church routine, like hymns
and prayer. But Phyllis asks us to revisit the ancient meaning of these experiences and consider
what we are really up to as we take part in these practices.

Money | The Joy of Sharing | Shane Claiborne

Shane’s message can easily be construed as political, but he asks us to look beyond -isms and
-ologies to see financial generosity as a kingdom call, rather than a social position.

Service | The Needs Right in Front of You | Enuma Okoro

Enuma is a seasoned traveler, having lived and worked in countries on four continents. But she
encourages us to see the needs around us. This local context can give us a new understanding of
what service really looks like.

Community | An Unexpected Family | Doug Pagitt

Doug pushes us to think of community as more than just a nice idea. He invites us to remake our
communities by bringing our gifts, our talents, and our ideas with us wherever we go.

